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NATIONALITIES PAPERS is the only journal in the world which deals exclusively with all
nationalities of the former USSR, and also with national minorities in Eastern and Central European
countries. The problems and importance of over 140 million people are treated with the disciplinary
and methodological contexts of Post-Soviet and Europe-Asia studies. Nationalities Papers is an
international and multidisciplinary journal with contributors and readers throughout North America,
Western and Eastern Europe, the Far East, Japan and the People's Republic of China. Included in
each general issue are in-depth analyses from the historical view, updates on latest developments,
some original documents, and book reviews; some issues concentrate on a region or nationality as a
special topic, which exclusive focus allows for more extensive and detailed information.

Submission of manuscripts. Authors should submit both initial and final versions of their articles in
both hard copy paper and electronic forms. It is essential that the hard copy (paper) version exactly
matches the material on disk. Please print out the hard copy from the disk you are sending. Send as a
Word or WordPerfect attachment to sosabol@uncc.edu or submit two printed copies of the final
version with the disk to Steven Sabol, Nationalities Papers, Department of History, The University of
North Carolina at Charlotte, Charlotte, NC 28223, USA. Save all files on a standard 3.5 inch high
density disk. We prefer to receive disks in Microsoft Word for Windows or WordPerfect, but can
translate from most other common word-processing programs. Please specify which program you
have used. Do not save your files as "text only" or "read only". For further details on Electronic
Submission, please visit the Taylor & Francis Website at: http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals

Note to authors. Please make sure your contact address information is clearly visible on the
outside of all packages you are sending to Editors.

Offprints. Corresponding authors can receive 50 free reprints, free online access to their article
through our website (www.informaworld.com) and a complimentary copy of the issue containing
their article. Complimentary reprints are available through Rightslink® and additional reprints can
be ordered through Rightslink® when proofs are received or alternatively on our journals website. If
you have any queries, please contact our reprints department at reprints®tandf.co.uk

Copyright. It is a condition of publication that authors assign copyright or licence the publication
rights in their articles, including abstracts, to The Association for the Study of Nationalities. This
enables us to ensure full copyright protection and to disseminate the article, and of course the
Journal, to the widest possible readership in print and electronic formats as appropriate. Authors
may, of course, use the article elsewhere after publication without prior permission from Taylor &
Francis, provided that acknowledgement is given to the Journal as the original source of publication,
and that Taylor & Francis is notified so that our records show that its use is properly authorised.
Authors retain a number of other rights under the Taylor & Francis rights policies documents. These
policies are referred to at http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/authorrights.pdf for full details. Authors
are themselves responsible for obtaining permission to reproduce copyright material from other
sources.
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